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Thanks To Our Incredible Sponsors!



Agenda ● Why we’re here

● Get friendly with generative AI

● How to use it like a calculator

● Dive into tools & use cases

● Avoiding risks

● Bring it all together



Goals Feel good about using AI tools

Understand what the tools do

See good use cases & avoid risks

Start using the tools today



I was replaced by AI 
(well, the robots can do my job from 2011)

● Worked as a contracted brand quality assurance (QA) reviewer for an enterprise 

healthcare organization.

● The company had strict brand style guidelines affecting all marketing assets.

○ For example, company had preferred terminology (‘health care’ as two words), 

sub-brand names needed correct service mark usage, all URLs bolded

● It all came full circle 10+ years later.



Grammarly figured it out

● Grammarly for Business does that now 

using machine learning

● Tool is programmable to match any 

company style guide.

● Can help average writers follow brand style 

guidelines.



Back up a sec. WTF is 
generative AI?



What is generative AI? 

● Generative AI uses machine learning to 

produce content through natural language 

prompts.

● GenAI models fed vast amounts of content 

data that are used to produce new content

● Big ones I use are ChatGPT, Claude, Bard 

● Lots of tech tools are integrating GenAI 

models



And how is generative AI integrated with 
Salesforce tools?
● Marc Benioff declared Salesforce is an 

AI-first company in 2014.*

● Salesforce Einstein is AI-based and has 

been around since 2016.

● AI Cloud - suite of tools that unite 

Einstein with ChatGPT across clouds

○ Includes Sales GPT, Marketing GPT, 

Slack GPT, etc.

* https://www.salesforce.com/news/stories/ai-history-salesforce/ 

Image source: Salesforce

https://www.salesforce.com/news/stories/ai-history-salesforce/


Why are marketers sketchy about AI? 

A few things we may be feeling:

● It’s taking jobs away from real people

● The output isn’t trustworthy

● Copyright infringement complications

● Data privacy concerns

● What else?



And how is generative 
AI the calculator for 
content marketers?



How is gen AI like the calculator?

● AI has been around for a while.

● Huge strides made in last 10 years, 

including at Salesforce through Einstein.

● Content marketers can now skip the 

manual work.

● Push industry boundaries by focusing on 

human-touch tasks.



Start with a 
human idea

How to use generative AI like a calculator

Use gen AI to 
do the legwork



Good use cases for 
generative AI



Keys to implementing generative AI for 
your team are: 
● Lay out a strategy

● Document your strategy

● Get input from your team 

● Revisit and Revise that strategy often cuz 

the tools are gonna keep changing 



How gen AI solves content 
marketing challenges

● Not enough resources

● Ensuring consistent quality

● Competition from similar creators

● Low engagement with content

➔ Generate research/outlines/SEO elements

➔ Edit for style (paid tools are even better)

➔ Focus on differentiation, not production

➔ Pull promo assets & add SEO elements



Good Use Case 1: 
Not enough marketing 
resources



Gen AI example: doing initial research

Example Prompt: 
Tell me why generative AI is helpful to 
content marketers on small teams.

Note: Remember that ChatGPT (the free 
version) and other chatbots are limited 
to the data they’re pulling from. The 
results may not include recent updates 
or real-time data.



Gen AI example: 
building content outlines

Example Prompt: 
Create a content outline for a blog post that 
explains how to use generative AI chatbots 
to build content outlines for marketing 
content



Gen AI example: writing meta descriptions

Use Google Bard to improve your meta 
descriptions and page titles

Example Prompt: 
“Create a title and meta description for [INSERT 
WEBPAGE URL] optimized for the keyword 
[“KEYWORD”] with the goal of increasing the page’s 
ranking in the SERP for this keyword. Title should be 
no more than 60 characters. Meta description 
should be no more than 160 characters.”



Good Use Case 2: 
Ensuring consistent 
content quality



Gen AI example: 
ensuring consistent quality

GrammarlyGO

● Write in the editor and get 
suggestions

● Set it your voice

● Can generate ideas, help w/ 
brainstorming

● Free version checks clarity and 
correctness, limited to number 
of prompts per month

 



Ensuring consistent quality

Hemingway Editor (free AI Beta available)

● Analyzes reading grade level

● Suggests simpler ways to say things

● Automatically generates alternative 
phrases

● Lots of other editors out there with 
similar capabilities

 



Ensuring consistent quality

Google Bard, ChatGPT, Claude

● Use to make consistent changes 
throughout existing content

● Manual process (need to 
copy-paste)

● Gets to know what you’re 
looking for and output 
improves the more you use it

 



Good Use Case 3: 
Competition from similar 
content creators



Identify your SEO competitors

Google Bard can analyze your web pages
(since it can look at web pages in real time)

● Prompt: 
“Identify the top SEO competitors for my 
website in the “KEYWORD OR NICHE NAME” 
niche.” 

 



Optimize content for SEO to rise above

Google Bard can analyze your web pages
(since it can look at web pages in real time)

● Prompt: “Analyze the on-page optimization 
of [INSERT WEBPAGE URL] for the keyword 
[“KEYWORD”] with the goal of increasing the 
page’s ranking in the SERP for this 
keyword.” 

Note: Google Bard can tell you how to optimize 
for keywords, but humans need to determine 
what keywords to aim for

 



Good Use Case 4: 
Low engagement 
with content assets



Generate promotional content

Plug human-written content into the bots to 
generate the promotional materials

Google Bard Example 
Use the following prompt to write social media 
posts to promote a blog post from your website

Prompt: “Write social media posts for linkedIn, 
twitter, and facebook to encourage people to read 
the blog post on the following web page: [INSERT 
BLOG POST URL]”



Tweak your content strategy inside tools

Marketing Cloud Engagement and Account 
Engagement Example 
Some options available now with more gen AI 
features rolling out early next year

Engagement - Journey optimization, content, 
creation, & messaging insights available now

Account Engagement - Scoring, key account 
identification, and insights available now. 
Content creation coming soon.



Avoiding risks while 
using generative AI in 
content marketing



Avoiding AI Risks: Legal and compliance 
considerations
Generating harmful, inaccurate, or biased content

● These tools are still in the infancy stages. Proceed with caution.

○ Only use the tools for things you can verify

○ Always have a human review the output

○ Add a blurb about the use of gen AI to your fine print

● These tools may be pulling copyrighted materials to generate answers

○ Save your prompts when building campaigns to track your 

responses if copyright claims are a concern for your team



GenAI bad use cases

Allowing GenAI to take the place of 
human expertise
Example Prompt: Write a 12-month content calendar for 
my Salesforce consulting startup company that focuses 
on marketing automation and strategy

● Tools are meant to help, not do the whole 
thing

● Use it more for research purposes than to 
guide content strategy



Avoiding AI Risks: Sacrificing quality 
to increase quantity
● We need strategic thinkers to run the 

tools, not the other way around

● Cannot take the place of real human 

experience

● Editing is an artform and the robots 

haven’t mastered it — yet



GenAI bad use cases

Asking genAI to build 
entire content drafts
● Sounds robotic, no human 

element

● Can generate inaccuracies

● Copyright infringement 
concerns

● End up sounding “like a 
Shamwow commercial”



Avoiding AI Risks: Legal and compliance 
considerations
Keeping data and personal information secure

● Be mindful of what information you put into the public bots.

● Carefully review usage guidelines for AI platforms if your company has 

those defined.

● Chatbots are not secure. Info you put into them can be analyzed by the 

creator of the bot.

● Chatbots are susceptible to data breaches, which includes stored queries.



Pulling it all together
When to use it
● Take shortcuts to do all the things, but always start with a human idea 

and have a human check the work

What tools to use
● Standalone models are super powerful tools. Get comfy with these, but use 

them with care (ChatGPT, Bard, Claude)

● Tap new functionalities getting introduced to tools you already know & use, 
added layer of security vs. standalone models (Salesforce/Marketing Cloud, 
Grammarly, Adobe Suite)

What to avoid when using it
● Generative AI should never be used to replace human expertise
● Chances are, people can tell you’re using it if you ask it to do all the things



Thank You!


